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The Inner and the Outer Space.

Rethinking movement in art

Patrik Andersson

Between 1961 and 1966, Stockholm’s Moderna Museet propelled itself  

into the world of contemporary art under the directorship of Pontus 

Hultén. While he directed the museum until 1973, these years were 

vital in defining and promoting a visually, physically, and philosoph-

ically dynamic art. Two exhibitions bracket these years and gained 

the greatest international notoriety: Rörelse i konsten (Movement in 

Art, 1961) and Hon – en katedral (She – A Cathedral, 1966). Each was 

spectacular in its own way. Yet they typify Hultén’s anarchic aspi-

rations and his penchant for art in the spirit of  Marcel Duchamp 

that employed machines, movement, irony, chance, and humour. 

While much has been written about these exhibitions, very little has 

been said about Den inre och den yttre rymden. En utställning röran-

de en universell konst (The Inner and the Outer Space. An Exhibi-

tion on Universal Art, 1965–66), the exhibition just prior to Hon – en 

katedral. While less rambunctious, it was equally monumental and 

helped set the stage for the notorious work that succeeded it. 

As I have shown elsewhere, Niki de Saint Phalle, Jean Tinguely 

and Per Olof Ultvedt’s Hon was a tongue-in-cheek critique of  the 

optimism and entertainment associated with certain types of  Amer-

ican art (in particular Happenings, Pop Art, and Experiments in Art 

and Technology).1 Here I suggest the exhibition Den inre och den yttre 

rymden was vital in strategically redeeming Hultén’s previous cura 

torial decisions and addressing the combative criticism the museum 

was receiving circa 1965.2 If  we consider that Hon was a distinctly 

European critique of  what the artists saw as the technological hubris 

of  a New York-centred participatory art that had broken free from 

modernist art (such as Colour Field Painting and Post-Painterly Ab-

straction), we need to look at Den inre och den yttre rymden as an 

attempt to reassert Hultén’s alliance with a radically individualist 

form of anarchism rooted in proto-forms of  European existential-

ism.3 With this in mind, Den inre och den yttre rymden functioned 

as both an engagement with, and a negation of, curatorial projects 

Hultén had avoided overt contact with in the late fifties and early 

sixties such as Zero. What Hultén shared with these other projects, The Inner and the Outer Space, Moderna Museet, 1965
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and artists like Tinguely and Yves Klein in particular, was a desire 

to challenge the confines of  the traditional gallery by introduc-

ing physical and philosophical movement. By the time he curated 

Den inre och yttre den rymden in 1965, movement had preoccupied 

Hultén for a decade. 

As early as 1955 Hultén convinced Denise René, arguably the 

most influential gallerist in Paris supporting geometric abstraction, 

to let him co-curate Le Mouvement, an exhibition devoted to kinetic 

art. The project allowed Hultén to put his own spin on an increas-

ingly contemporary paradigm.4 Like a number of  like-minded art-

ists, he sought to escape the polemics of  not only the School of  Paris, 

but also, by the late fifties, of  gestural and geometric abstraction. 

Le Mouvement consisted of  three elements: a historical section, with 

kinetic sculptures by Alexander Calder and Marcel Duchamp; con-

temporary work by Victor Vasarely and Robert Jacobsen; and work 

by four emerging artists who came from places considered peripher-

al to an art world centred on Paris: Yaacov Agam (Israel), Pol Bury 

(Belgium), Jesús Rafael Soto (Venezuela), and Jean Tinguely (Switz- 

erland). While anchoring the exhibition in Denise René’s elegant sta-

ble of  international kinetic art with works by Calder, Jacobsen and 

Vasarely, Hultén’s inclusion of  Duchamp’s optical experiment Ro-

tary Demisphere (1925) gave the exhibition its intellectual edge and 

rooted it in the anarchism of Dada. Unlike Vasarely’s formalist Op 

Art, Duchamp’s optical work destabilised the mind in order to acti-

vate the intellect.5 

Of the younger artists in Le Mouvement, Hultén found Tinguely’s 

work most “free”. Unlike the pseudo-scientific seriousness exhib-

ited by the majority of  the artists at Denise René, Tinguely seemed 

to share Duchamp’s pataphysical playfulness, which forged a path 

between the often naïve optimism of geometric abstraction and the 

more pessimistic expressions of  an art informel. Through curating 

Le Mouvement, Hultén established an artistic and intellectual frame-

work that governed his idea of  modern art for the next decade – an 

idea that took issue with the technocratic side of  contemporary art 

and design without dismissing its modernity. Hultén also developed 

a deep philosophical interest in the existential side of  Expressionist 

art, but not an interest so entrenched in abject materiality that he 

ignored modernity’s pop cultural aesthetic-pleasure and humour. In 

other words, it was an art that negotiated the inner and outer spaces 

defining Europe’s post-war Socialism.

Hultén was by no means the only curator attempting to establish 

his own post-war canon. For example, in France, Michel Tapié’s Art 

Autre and Charles Estienne’s Tachisme were but two of the move-

ments progressing alongside Hultén’s trajectory, and in London Law-

rence Alloway’s activities at the Institute of Contemporary Art were 

even closer in spirit.6 But Hultén avoided direct dialogue with these 

other curators to secure his own vision of art. As he would later recall:

What distinguished Le Mouvement from other exhibitions and earned it 

widespread publicity was its presentation of a new outlook in art. A great 

deal of the art of the 1950s had been pessimistic, defeatist, and passive. 

A lot of  people were surprised to learn that there was another kind of  

‘modern’ art, dynamic, constructive, joyful, deliberately bewildering, 

ironic, critical, teasing, and aggressive.7 

To distance his project from others’ interest in kinetic art, particu-

larly that of  Europeans connected to László Moholy-Nagy’s dom-

inant account of  the historical avant-garde Vision in Motion (1947), 

Hultén shifted the terms of  the discussion ever so slightly – from mo-

tion to the more metaphorical possibilities of  movement:

When you want to talk about movement, Swedish is an unpractical lan-

guage. English is much more convenient since it distinguishes between 

motion and movement. Motion appears to imply movement in general 

… (whereas) movement implies movement itself  … This belongs to this 

century’s big events to allow an art work to move within itself  like a mo-

tor or the way a tree moves in the wind.8 

Hultén increasingly understood Duchamp’s visual and conceptual 

experiments as a genre-breaking toolbox to challenge the rational 

and technocratic optimism of Moholy-Nagy’s Bauhaus rhetoric.9 

For this reason, as Tinguely would later recall, Hultén “had to fight 

for Duchamp at Denise René,” since his playful critique of  scientif-

ic rationalism was not always appreciated or understood.10 Perhaps 

it was the resistance of  René, Vasarely, and art critics such as Léon 

Degand that made Hultén realize his interest in Duchamp could 

help define his own anarchistic position.

By the early sixties, Hultén had managed to import the ideas and 

artists he had discovered in Paris to Stockholm. He had established 

himself  as curator and director of  Stockholm’s Moderna Museet, 
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which was founded in 1958. In October 1959, the museum’s public 

was given a taste of  Hultén’s international and philosophical inter-

ests with the exhibition Sebastián Matta. 15 Forms of Doubt. Hav- 

ing worked with both Le Corbusier and Duchamp during the 

1930s, this Chilean artist’s painted psychological morphologies, or 

inscapes, read as a response to work such as Jean Fautrier’s heavy 

informel lead-clad hostages.11 But they were also understood as a re-

action to the seductive coloured structures of  technocratic urban 

environments. In other words, Matta’s work was a responsive dia-

lectical play between an inner and outer space – a hint of  the kind of  

“movement” that Hultén needed to escape art-world polemics while 

remaining anchored in the dominant existential and progressive dis-

courses of  his day.

By 1961, Hultén was ready to activate the museum with the exhi-

bition Rörelse i konsten (Movement in Art). This refined elabora-

tion of  the 1955 Le Mouvement exhibition would launch Hultén’s 

career in ways few could have predicted.12 Much has been made of  

the fact that this exhibition established Hultén’s international rep-

utation. But often downplayed is the fact that movement had be-

come a widespreak discourse by the time the exhibition opened at 

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, Moderna Museet, Stockholm and 

the Louisiana, Humlebæk. In fact, this exhibition for which Hultén 

has largely been credited was not entirely his own but was in fact 

a collaboration with Daniel Spoerri, an artist who then was closely 

associated with Nouveau réalisme and the Zero group.13 

Between 1955 and 1961, the art that Hultén had invested so much 

energy in developing had gained widespread currency. Not only was 

work like Tinguely’s being shown and discussed in the Parisian circle 

around Pierre Restany, but platforms for his ideas around movement 

had also emerged in Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Switz- 

erland, and Denmark.14 Artists such as Klein, Spoerri and Tinguely 

were particularly active in the circle around Zero, the collaborative 

project initiated by Heinz Mack, Otto Piene and Günther Uecker in 

the late fifties that blurred institutional distinctions by arguing for 

artist curators, collaboration, and artistic exchanges. By November 

1960, members of Nouveau réalisme and Zero were exhibiting to- 

gether in places such as Le Festival de l’art d’avantgarde, an exhibi-

tion held at the Palais des Expositions in Versailles, Paris.15 

As these activities suggest, by the late fifties, Hultén was not the 

only curator responding to Moholy-Nagy’s Vision in Motion. Most 

obvious in this regard was the Antwerp group of  artists who in 1959 

organised the exhibition Vision in Motion–Motion in Vision. In other 

words, movement and motion had become catchwords, representing 

responses to stasis in numerous contexts. Generally speaking, these 

various movements challenged the increasingly institutional histori-

cising Hultén was offering at his new museum. Perhaps this was why 

Hultén would by 1961 redirect his activities to make greater room for 

a New York-centred avant-garde open to his platform.

As we will see, while the 1965 exhibition The Inner and the Outer 

Space would on many levels resemble a Zero exhibition, Hultén was 

clearly responding to these movements in his own way. He was de-

fining this contemporary art as a historical paradigm rather than an 

impermanent gesture. This is particularly interesting to consider in 

light of  the fact that Hultén’s first major exhibition, Rörelse i kon-

sten, was curated in close collaboration with Spoerri. As art histo-

rian Andres Pardey has recently chronicled, Hultén and Spoerri’s 

relationship was extremely strained. Both were vying for Stedelijk 

director Willem Sandberg’s attention and both had nuanced and 

contrasting ideas about the direction the exhibition should take.16 As 

Pardey makes clear, Spoerri had a deep investment in Zero through 

his Édition MAT, which produced editions with artists such as Yaa-

cov Agam, Josef Albers, Pol Bury, Marcel Duchamp, Heinz Mack, 

Dieter Roth, Jesús Rafael Soto, Jean Tinguely, and Victor Vasarely.17 

While this lineup suggests interests similar interests to Hultén’s, 

Spoerri disagreed with Hultén’s desire to include established artists 

like Calder as well as design objects in their exhibition: “the idea of  

building a monument when one wants to show something young and 

alive is somewhat strange.”18 

In the end, Rörelse i konsten represented Hultén’s first major in-

ternational success and defined Moderna Museet as one of  the most 

progressive art institutions in Europe. Not only did the exhibition 

break attendance records in Stockholm and receive critical reviews 

in Amsterdam, Stockholm and Humlebæk, it also helped redirect 

art history towards Hultén’s interest in movement and build an ex-

pansive international network of  artists. While the following years 

demonstrated a diverse agenda – establishing government funding, 

building the museum’s collection – the most prominent feature of  

the museum was its strong focus on a New York-centred art scene. 

Perhaps this was a way for Hultén to distinguish his project from 

Zero and Nouveau réalisme, gaining attention through promoters 
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such as Pierre Restany. However, as we will see, for Hultén, con-

trolling his own movement would prove difficult.

As early as the spring of  1962, Moderna Museet opened its doors 

to 4 Americans, which showcased the work of  Jasper Johns, Alfred 

Leslie, Robert Rauschenberg and Richard Stankiewicz. A lively de-

bate ensued between the museum’s defenders and more conservative 

factions of  the art community. A particular target in the debate was 

the display of  Rauschenberg’s Monogram (1955–59), which became 

a scapegoat for professors at both the Royal Academy of Art and 

Lund University to attack contemporary art.19 To coincide with this 

exhibition, Moderna Museet organised The New American Cine-

ma – New York Film as well as New American Music and Poetry, for 

which John Cage presented his lecture “Where are we going? And 

what are we doing?”20 

Contextualising these contemporary exhibitions of  American art, 

in 1963 Hultén offered his Swedish public Ben Shahn. American Com- 

mentary and Jackson Pollock, the first survey of Pollock’s work in 

Scandinavia. By 1964, the museum had committed a large portion 

of  its exhibition schedule to American art. American Pop Art. 106 

Forms of Love and Despair was the most impressive exhibition that 

year and was the first major museum presentation of  Pop Art in Eu-

rope. This show, which included work by Claes Oldenburg, George 

Segal, James Rosenquist, Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, Tom 

Wesselman and Jim Dine, was complemented by The New Ameri-

can Cinema, Tributes and Floor Plans. A Happening by Ken Dewey, 

The Films of Chris Marker; and Five New York Evenings – a major 

collaboration with the music society Fylkingen that featured Merce 

Cunningham, Robert Rauschenberg, John Cage, David Tudor, 

Yvonne Rainer, and Öyvind Fahlström, among others. There were, 

of  course, many exhibitions featuring European and specifically 

Swedish art, such as Sigrid Hjertén 1885–1948 and the group exhibi-

tion Swish. A Manifestation But for the news media and the cultural 

press it was clear that under Hultén’s directorship, New York occu-

pied Moderna Museet’s agenda.21 

But as early as 1964, the year Hultén began to organise what 

would become Den inre och den yttre rymden, it appears that he had 

himself  begun to regret this rushed relationship with an avant-garde 

that defined itself  by rejecting modernist abstraction rooted in Eu-

ropean philosophical traditions. As the working title for the show 

proposed, Hultén was looking for “New Spaces in Art,” but this did 
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not mean at the expense of  history.22 Perhaps it was his own radical 

individualism, rooted in European existentialism, that prevented 

Hultén from embracing an art that was increasingly read as an op-

timistic symbol for collectivity and American individualism. In his 

catalogue introduction for American Pop Art, Hultén did not pro-

vide the usual enthusiastic sales pitch one would have expected. In 

fact, considering how much time and effort Hultén had invested in 

promoting an art tied to irony and humour, the introduction casts a 

rather dark shadow on an otherwise eye-popping exhibition. It also 

shows how Hultén filtered his views through existentialism:

It is a common mistake to believe that there is irony pointed at mass cul-

ture embedded in Lichtenstein’s or Warhol’s pictures . . . This is in many 

ways a new art created from a different point of  origin. It is the creation 

of  a generation that feels powerless to transform the world . . . and in or-

der to survive is forced to accept it . . . They partake in much of the world 

around them in a meaningless, unengaged manner. In relation to society 

and its problems they stand passive. Politics do not interest them.23 

Hultén’s description of these artists’ “apolitical” attitude and lack of  

irony may be a false accusation. Nevertheless, it did serve to distance 

Pop Art from the more apparently engaged and historical Europe-

an avant-garde that Tinguely, for example, aligned himself with. By 

pointing to the American artists’ “middle-class upbringing,” Hultén 

positioned them squarely in the lap of a consumer-based mass culture:

They are not bohemians. They have never had to confront real external 

pressures. Most of  them are too young to have participated in the war. 

As artists they have reached success and economic security with a speed 

rarely seen before. This economic success is what they strive for. They 

are not especially intellectual, nor do they have a deep interest in any-

thing but pure personal experience. Their way to respond to society is 

personal, not social.24 

Despite the political nature of his own project, Hultén advocated 

neither a socially detached politics nor a socially political art. Most 

important, he was not interested in having his museum become a po-

litical platform. What was important was that in social spaces such as 

Moderna Museet Hultén could activate his ideas of anarchist “play” 

rooted in the same kind of  radical individualism that artists like 
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Duchamp and Tinguely saw as liberating. Considering the above 

quote, Hultén's image of  Pop Art reads as one of  despair – a position 

to be avoided. Scrambling to make something positive of  the exhibi-

tion, Hultén, without suggesting that the work was socially critical, 

proposed that the 106 forms of  love and despair on display revealed 

a desperate attempt to obtain the freedom to experience life:

Pop Art is not social criticism. Instead one can say that it shows a long-

ing for relaxation. It is desperately taking part in an unavoidable envi-

ronment, and being subtly optimistic about the power of  vulgarity and 

banality. On a personal level, one object is not better than the next. If  

there is something of  interest one can manage to find in these often sim-

ilar copies of  objects, it is the triumph of feelings. The Pop artists do not 

ask any questions and have no agendas. What they want to offer us, by all 

accounts, is a new way of  feeling.25 

Withholding a public judgment of  Pop Art, Hultén concluded his 

introduction with the rhetorical question in brackets: “Will (these 

artists) be successful in fulfilling that part of  the experiential vac- 

uum which is the bomb’s ultimate reason?” 26 

Swedish political commentators had for some time attacked 

America’s role in Vietnam, but when the U.S. began bombing Viet-

nam in March 1965 the public outcry was great enough to warrant 

questions about Moderna Museet’s role in promoting American art. 

The decision to organise a large Rauschenberg exhibition did not 

make things easier.27 Perhaps most significant for Hultén was that 

one of  the museum’s strongest supporters and intellectual allies, art 

critic Ulf  Linde, wrote the first of  four “seminal” articles denounc-

ing the New York avant-garde in the liberal daily Dagens Nyheter.28 

For Linde, the discourse around Pop Art consistently confused the 

influence of  John Cage and Marcel Duchamp. This, he felt, was due 

to not understanding their differences, which were rooted in an em-

brace of  instinct (Cage) and of  intutition (Duchamp). For Linde, 

the former rejected the intentionality that Duchamp had advocated 

by embracing artistic choice. In other words, the “openness” advo-

cated by Happenings and Pop Art was problematic for Linde. It re-

moved artistic control – something dangerous that he equated with 

a specifically American form of pragmatic liberalism.

Hultén’s response to all this was swift. Rather than avoid another 

“American” show, Hultén offered an exhibition to James Rosenquist, 
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one of the most prominent American Pop artists. Rosenquist had just 

produced an epically scaled painting that clearly articulated a cri-

tique of  both America’s consumer culture and its foreign politics. 

Despite Hultén’s claim in 1964 that “Pop Art is not social criticism,” 

Hultén saw that a few such artists were critical of  their culture. 

This would certainly help Hultén save face in light of  public anti- 

American sentiments. In September that year, the museum present-

ed Rosenquist’s F-111 (1964), a twenty-eight-meter-long painting on 

canvas and aluminum reminiscent of  Picasso’s Guernica (itself  the 

first work to be exhibited at Moderna Museet, in 1956).29 The bill-

board-size montage was made up of  images such as canned spaghet-

ti, an umbrella, and an atomic bomb’s mushroom cloud superim-

posed onto the side of  an American fighter-bomber that stretched 

the full twenty-eight meters. As art critic Eugene Wretholm pointed 

out in the art journal Konstrevy, “Every American is part owner and 

partly responsible for its horrible existence.”30 Against this tumul-

tuous backdrop of  internal and external politics, Hultén turned his 

attention to the most ambitious exhibition he had organised since 

Rörelse i konsten: Den inre och yttre den rymden, which was to be 

devoted to universal art.

Having spent a decade supporting a new generation of  artists 

who questioned high modernist ideals, it must have seemed odd that 

Hultén was now organising an exhibition that on the surface seemed 

very formalist. But despite how “contemporary” his museum had 

become, he had never abandoned his grounding in art history and 

philosophy.31 On October 16, 1965, Hultén wrote to Barnett Newman 

in an effort to restore a relationship possibly soured by supporting 

so called Neo-Dada and Pop Art:

I would like to tell you more about the exhibition that I rapidly mention- 

ed at Kiki Kogelnik and Mr. Kaplan’s party. It is meant to be a thematic 

show concerned with the art of artists like Malevich, Albers, Rothko, 

Fontana, Stella, Yves Klein, Reinhardt, Robert Morris, Don Judd. It will 

be an exhibition of an art which is neither constructivist, nor “op art,” an 

art using space, silence, stillness, even emptiness and negation as means 

of expression. An art of contemplation more than an art of the eye, of  

space more than of building.32 

This return was necessary for Hultén to redeem the dialectical play 

he had helped set in motion as early as 1955. By turning back to a 

Hegelian tradition of  negative dialectics, Hultén hoped to salvage 

art’s “social” responsibility without being tied down by the kind of  

Socialist politics that he saw institutionalized in places such as Swe-

den under Socialism. 

The exhibition opened on December 26, 1965. It was accompa-

nied by an impressive catalogue that was laboriously constructed 

with individual elements that were hand-stamped and bolted togeth-

er before being packaged into a square box. As in the past, Hultén 

followed Willem Sandberg’s footsteps in seeing the catalogue and 

poster design not only as a document of  the exhibition but also as a 

creative outlet for his own artistic impulses. 

While introducing artists from many countries on an epic scale 

similar to Rörelse i konsten, Den inre och den yttre rymden lacked 

the former show’s overtly anarchic spirit. With the exception of  a 

White Painting from 1951 by Rauschenberg, it was also notably void 

of  any so-called Neo-Dada or Pop Art.33 And as much as this exhi-

bition resembled a Zero exhibition through the inclusion of  Enrico 

Castellani, Lucio Fontana, Yayoi Kusama, Heinz Mack, Piero Man-

zoni, Otto Piene, Günther Uecker and Herman de Vries, it extended 

that group’s paradigm by historicising their work. Indeed, Hultén’s 

installation looked more like a museum hang than an experimental 

laboratory. This was the very thing that Spoerri, a member of  Zero, 

had objected to back in 1961.34 Not surprisingly, Spoerri was left out 

of  Den inre och den yttre rymden while his close friend and collab-

orator Robert Breer was represented with his sculpture T (1964). 

Breer’s inclusion makes clear that Hultén’s early agenda – finding 

movement in art – was still at play. Breer, after all, had been with 

Hultén throughout his journey from Paris (Le Mouvement) to Stock-

holm. In 1961, during Rörelse i konsten, Breer screened his anima-

tion Inner and Outer Space (1959–60), a film that humorously ad-

dresses the space between the viewer and screen with images that 

oscillate between abstraction and figuration and whose title clearly 

lent itself  to Hultén’s show.35 

In Hultén’s catalogue introduction, titled “A Concluding Begin-

ning,” he carefully steers his exhibition away from the continental 

discourses rooted in Art Concrete and Op Art and towards the meta- 

paradigm of Duchamp’s Creative Act. He stresses that the exhibition 

is meant to historicize the type of art that “uses negation as a mode of  

expression” and makes it clear that this art “is not constructivist” (al-

though it shares some of Constructivism’s “emotive” qualities).36 As 
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exemplified by the work of Malevich and Klein, it also has “a strong 

tendency towards a transcendental mystic side.”37 As in the past, 

Hultén stressed how different this work is from that promoted by 

someone like Moholy-Nagy and his followers:

This art has very little to do with the optimistic, worldly, factual, and 

concrete type of  art which was made during the thirties at the Bauhaus. 

Nor does it have much to do with the Concretism of the forties and fif-

ties. It has very little to do with optical art (Op art), which in most cases 

does nothing more than entertain the slimy surface of  the retina.38 

As in Le Mouvement and Rörelse i konsten, Duchamp’s material but 

anti-retinal focus on artistic intentionality is highlighted:

The actual decision about the art work is the artistic work, the creative 

act. The simple act of  manual execution decides a part of  the object’s 

magnificence. The decision is thus what the work is; in a similar way as 

when Marcel Duchamp chose a factory-made object to be an artwork, a 

“ready-made.”39 

This “negation,” or turn away from the street-smart realism of Pop 

Art (outer space) towards a more contemplative “minimal” and “mys-

tical” abstraction (inner/outer space), rooted in individual intent, 

shows a strategic return to his engagement in art before New York had 

taken centre stage. But it was also a way to make clear that Hultén’s 

project had “nothing to do with ‘op art.’”40 It is worth remembering 

that this had been one of the main paradigms Hultén had confronted 

as early as 1955, when he inserted artists like Duchamp and Tinguely 

into René’s and Vasarely’s Op Art agenda in Le Mouvement. 

Like Duchamp and Tinguely, by the sixties New York’s avant-garde 

 had also provided Hultén with a Dada-inspired sceptical view of art 

with which to respond to philosophical and aesthetic dilemmas con-

cerning inner existential space and outer social space. As the quota-

tion above suggests, Duchamp’s Dadaistic impulse was still central. 

Carefully organised around three separate sections devoted to the 

work of Kazimir Malevich, Naum Gabo, and Yves Klein, Den inre 

och den yttre rymden presented work by thirty-six postwar artists who 

had in different ways visibly demonstrated a return to degree zero.

While Malevich, Gabo and Klein were represented in individual 

spaces by approximately fifty works each, the thirty-six other artists 
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generally showed single works that were positioned to provide a hetero- 

geneous paradigm of inner and outer space. For example, the drama- 

tic and surreal spatial abstraction of Mark Rothko’s Orange Red and 

Red (1962) was placed next to the self-conscious spaceless materialism 

of Ad Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting (1961–63) and against the base 

materialism of Lucio Fontana’s Nature (1959–60). In another sec-

tion, the bodily theatricality of Robert Morris’s Sculpture (1965) and  

Kusama’s horizontal Aggregation Boat (1962–65), stood counter to 

Donald Judd’s objectivity and the stoic and masculine verticality of  

Barnett Newman’s Tertia (1964).41 In other words, as quiet as this exhi-

bition looked on the surface, each section was meant to break down 

philosophical or material stasis. With the inclusion of artists from 

Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Italy, the Nether-

lands, Russia, Sweden, the United States, and Venezuela, the exhibi-

tion was truly international. Not only that: the six Swedish artists in-

cluded in the show – Olle Bærtling, Albert Contreras, Lars Englund, 

Eddie Figge, Einar Höste, and Eric H. Olson – suggested that Hultén 

was also looking after the interests of his local art scene.42 

As the catalogue essay by abstract painter Joost Baljeu, entitled 

“The Hegelian Romantic Negation in Modern Picture Making” 

made clear, the exhibition’s three touchstone artists were chosen for 

their varying utopian impulses, as well as their ability to illustrate a 

Hegelian philosophy of  art.43 While all three artists “dreamed of  a 

better world – Utopia” their romantic negations of  the world around 

them manifested differently. 44 While Malevich had attempted to es-

cape what he viewed as the confines of  space (rummet) and time 

through a spiritual understanding of  symbols, Gabo had clung to 

the material world through a “constructive principle” closely relat-

ed to the Bauhaus.45 Understanding these conflicting philosophies 

of  art, Klein, Joost argues, had tried to suspend himself  in between 

these two romantic approaches towards abstraction by making him-

self  and his art the synthesis of  the material and immaterial world. 

This is the elevated position his blue monochrome paintings sought 

to achieve and his Leap into the Void illustrated. Neither soaring to-

ward the heavens nor crashing to earth, Klein represented that mag-

ical position between heaven and earth, reality and fiction.

By positioning Klein as central postwar artist best able to syn-

thesise inner and outer space, Hultén had in effect whitewashed (or 

more literally bluewashed) his recent engagement with Pop Art. If  

European art had lost its centrality to America, as Duchamp once 
Works by Yves Klein in The Inner
and the Outer Space, Moderna Museet, 1965
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suggested with his Air de Paris, it was now given back some of  this 

aura in the form of Yves the Monochrome. Despite its conservative 

façade, for Hultén, this performative “copy-cat” could still represent 

a rebellious spirit in art which remained both social (outer space) 

and individual (inner space):

Art in this day and age has an important part to play and is often made 

into an object of  interest to the state. At the same time, our society and 

nation lacks a place for it and shows little interest in finding a place for it. 

While art may have a purely decorative role to play, the programmatical-

ly anti-decorative art we are talking about here suggests an unwillingness 

to let itself  be caught in this unclear situation. By producing pictures that 

are so big, or so boring, that they can hardly ever be put up in a home, a 

museum, or anywhere else, the artists show an unwillingness to contrib-

ute to the decorative and extroverted “artist’s life” and even that com-

mercialization (to that mundane cocktail-like atmosphere) that in some 

cases highlight modern art's appearance. Consequently, one often avoids 

considering this detachment. The picture of  space (rymdens) in art is a 

picture of  our ability to use fantasy to penetrate the universe. Since each 

and every one carries our own universe within ourselves, these images 

also become images of  ourselves.46 

Following Hegel's example, Hultén argued for an art bound as much 

by the social as it was made free by the individual – a position he had 

always seen manifested in the work of  Tinguely. In a subtle way, the 

focus on Klein, who had died at the very moment Pop Art was born, 

allowed Hultén to reinforce his interest in Tinguely. While Tinguely 

was not mentioned in the list of  contributing artists at the back of  

the catalogue, it is noteworthy that Hultén included L’escavatrice de 

l’espace, the collaboration between Tinguely and Klein made for the 

1958 exhibition Vitesse pure et stabilité Monochrome at Galerie Iris 

Clert, Paris. That piece is a reworking of  Duchamp’s Rotary Demi-

sphere (1925), which Hultén had included in Le Mouvement. 

In his contributing essay on Klein, Ulf  Linde, whose four-article 

critique of  the New York avant-garde was still fresh in everyone’s 

mind, focused on the idea of  a dialectical “fourth dimension” in 

Klein’s work. In this dimension, where three-dimensional objects 

could metaphorically and metaphysically become the shadows of  

a mystic fourth dimension, the individual was formulated as the 

synthesis of inner and outer space – perfectly embodied by Klein’s 
Aggregation Boat (1962–65) by Yayoi Kusama in 
The Inner and the Outer Space, Moderna Museet, 1965
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levitation act. Here, in this reformulated space, Linde suggested that 

movement would always be possible: “If  you can even just move a 

millimeter in a direction, the whole universe has been left behind 

you!”47  In many ways, this assertion by Linde gave Hultén a renewed 

license to move forward from what must have felt like a position of  

stasis. Considering the mystical, even spiritual, side of  this move to-

ward an unknown fourth dimension, we can say that Moderna Mu-

seet found itself  born again. It was now ready to reconcile inner indi-

vidual spaces with outer social space by constructing the spectacular 

Hon – en katedral, a cathedral built with Duchampian irony and wit.
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